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Since it was first published in 1913, Charles A. Beard’s *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution* has been a lightning rod of controversy for constitutional scholars and historians. While conservative critics have stressed the text’s Marxist elements to castigate Beard’s book as an ideological polemic, American progressives have embraced Beard’s empiricism as a definitive piece of first-rate, historical scholarship. Despite these varying claims, few scholars have investigated the broader intellectual environment from which Beard emerged and in which *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution* was written. Instead, commentators and critics alike have frequently detached Beard’s text from its historical context.
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Yet to understand better how and why Beard wrote *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution*, one must have a sense of the life and times of Charles Austin Beard. This article’s central aim is to provide such historical context. Just as Beard sought to historicize the Founders as they drafted and adopted the Constitution, this article seeks to historicize Beard as he researched and wrote his classic text on the Constitution. Because Beard was both a graduate student and professor at Columbia University before and while he researched and wrote his book, this article explores the particular influence that Columbia University’s institutional and intellectual climate may have had on Beard and the writing of *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution*.

In addressing this research question, this article builds on a vast secondary literature about Beard and his scholarship. Indeed, there are currently more than three dozen books or monographs devoted to Beard and over 300 law review articles that have some significant reference to him and *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution.* In addition to synthesizing some of the findings of this vast literature, this article builds in particular on the excellent biographies that have been written about Beard and the outstanding work that political and legal theorists like Clyde Barrow, Pope McCorkle, and others have done to trace the genealogy of Beard’s ideas.

In contrast to the existing literature, however, this article attempts to broaden the historical lens in two modest ways. First,
in addition to examining the key individual figures who undoubtedly influenced Beard, this article investigates the broader intellectual and institutional context in which he operated. Drawing on my prior research on the prominent early twentieth-century political economists at Columbia University, this article contends that Beard was the product of a unique Columbia tradition of inductive, proto-institutionalist research in political economy—a tradition that at its core sought to meld serious political and historical scholarship with progressive social activism. Most orthodox scholars at this time were frequently engaged in highly theoretical and deductive research in the social and behavioral sciences. By contrast, Columbia political economists were committed to an innovative and pluralistic vision of academic research that emphasized the need for a broader, empirical understanding of how social, political, and economic institutions shaped human behavior.

This article’s second contribution is more methodological. Initially, my goal was to explore the archives for any remaining undisclosed nuggets of historical evidence about Beard’s aims and intentions in writing *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution*. The manuscript collections at Columbia University provide an accurate sense of the cultural climate of that institution at the turn of the twentieth century, and the remaining correspondence that Beard had with his colleagues sheds significant light on certain aspects of Beard’s historical methods. But to understand who Beard was before he arrived at Columbia, it was necessary to supplement my prior research with a visit to

---


6. Mary S. Morgan and Malcolm Rutherford have explained this as follows: “Institutionalists as a group had no one method to defend and no one economic theory to peddle. What they did have was a commitment to serious scientific investigation, detailed empirical work (though with no one method), serious theory building (which eschewed simple assumptions), and a commitment to understand the importance of economic institutions in determining economic outcomes.” Mary S. Morgan & Malcolm Rutherford, *From Interwar Pluralism to Postwar Neoclassicism* 3 (1998).
the Charles and Mary Beard personal papers which are housed at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana. 7

The first contribution—examining the broad intellectual environment at Columbia and how it may have shaped Beard—appeared more promising than the latter objective of finding something interesting in the archives. Indeed, revisiting the secondary sources led to the initial conclusion that searching the Beards’ papers might have been a fool’s errand. As the existing historiography makes clear, the Beards purposely discarded much of their personal correspondence. In a 1950 letter to historian Merle Curti, Mary Beard acknowledged that her husband had “destroyed some letters, indeed all his letters, a short time before he died.” 8 Several years later, after Mary’s death, their son William corroborated that his parents “left behind no great wealth of valuable materials besides their printed works.” 9

Still, given that there are roughly a dozen boxes of materials in the Beards’ papers, the historian’s professional fetish for archival research initially prevailed. Unfortunately, the results were somewhat disappointing. The personal papers are “frankly fragmentary”—a phrase that Beard frequently used to describe his own research. 10 But much of the primary source evidence supports and supplements what we know about Charles Beard and the intellectual and institutional culture that gave birth to his *Economic Interpretation of the Constitution*. Archival materials, together with the published record, demonstrate that although Beard was not quite a fully formed scholar when he arrived in Morningside Heights, his Columbia experience reinforced and refined rather than reformed the young scholar.

7. Charles Austin Beard and Mary Ritter Beard Papers (unpublished manuscripts) (on file with DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.) [hereinafter “CABP”].

8. Mary Beard quoted in NORE, supra note 3, at ix. Although there is a limited number of personal incoming correspondence in the Beards’ papers, the DePauw archivists over the years have done an outstanding job of collecting Beard’s outgoing correspondence from archives throughout the country. See generally the finding aid for the CABP.


When my parents completed volumes, they discarded the original manuscripts and proofs and most of the notes, as being no longer needed once they had been embodied in books off the press. As for mail, it was so voluminous that they destroyed virtually all incoming mail and rarely bothered to make any copies of their replies to file away. What little was left, they largely destroyed before their deaths in housecleaning operations. Id.

10. CHARLES A. BEARD, AN ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION OF THE CONSTITUTION (1913), at xix [hereinafter BEARD, ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION].
Columbia, in short, facilitated an evolution rather than a transformation in Beard’s thinking. His time at Columbia provided him with new scholarly perspectives and research methods, but ultimately these new views heightened his innate tension between scholarly objectivity and political advocacy, between his belief in social scientific research and his desires for social democratic reform. What began as a youthful Midwestern populism and skepticism towards tradition and authority gradually evolved into a more cosmopolitan pragmatism—one that accentuated the provisional nature of constitutional truths and the instrumental use of historical analysis. Simply put, Beard’s time at Columbia, as both a student and junior scholar, refined his personal predilections and his early upbringing and education, rather than radically transforming him into a new thinker and writer.

This article proceeds in three parts. Because Beard’s early rearing and college education played an important role in his intellectual development, Part I begins with a brief summary of Charles Beard’s personal background: his upbringing in central Indiana, his formative education at DePauw University, and his experiences in Oxford, England. Part II turns to the Columbia years and the general intellectual environment of that university during Beard’s time there. This section chronicles how and why Columbia University became one of the leading factories of early twentieth-century social science research and scholarship, and how this general culture of innovative, interdisciplinary research and socially engaged scholarship shaped Beard’s own work. Part III, then, traces the influence of key Columbia mentors and colleagues on the development of Beard’s thinking and research. By synthesizing the existing literature on Beard with new primary source evidence, this last section shows how a particular group of Columbia scholars shaped Beard’s ideas. Finally, the article concludes with a summary of how the Columbia “school” of political economy shaped Charles Beard and the writing of *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution.*

11. Just as scholars have doubted whether American institutionalism can be labeled as a coherent school of economic thought, the same may be said of the Columbia school of political economy. It was more a broad-minded way of thinking than a strict ideological school of thought. For a summary of the recent skepticism toward economic institutionalism, see Philip A. Klein, *Institutionalism as a School—A Reconsideration*, 24 J. ECON. ISSUES 381 (1990).
I. THE EARLY EDUCATION OF CHARLES A. BEARD:
FROM INDIANA FARM BOY TO COSMOPOLITAN INTELLECTUAL

Even before Charles Beard arrived at Columbia in 1902 to begin his graduate studies, he was imbued with a hard-headed realism and a rebellious streak that shaped his early thinking and actions. Reared in an affluent Midwestern farm family, Charles learned at a relatively young age about the importance of economic interests, and the links between law, politics, and money. Although his father was “a rock-ribbed Federalist-Whig-Republican,” as Beard often noted, Charles and his older brother Clarence were raised in an environment that valued and nurtured practical thinking and nonconformity.\(^\text{12}\)

Many of the lessons Beard learned as an Indiana farm boy resonated with him for decades. Later in his life, when critics were challenging his contention about the importance of economic interests on politics and policymaking, Beard recalled that he had grown up listening to the parlor discussions of Indiana farmers who seemed to understand quite clearly how money and power affected American politics and society. While detached scholars may have thought his ideas and claims were heresy, ordinary Americans, he argued, appeared to understand the central points he was making in much of his writings.\(^\text{13}\)

The everyday parlor discussions that Beard referred to were, of course, a product of their times. Beard, after all, was coming of age during the height of Midwestern, agrarian populism.\(^\text{14}\) Although his family’s personal wealth extended beyond agricultural holdings, Beard came to understand during his upbringing how modern industrialism was affecting the plight of ordinary farmers, and how populist organizations, like the granger movement, were attempting to challenge existing economic and political powers.\(^\text{15}\) Even at an early age, Beard himself had developed the confidence to challenge authority. In 1890, Charles was summarily expelled from his Quaker high school, Spiceland Academy, for helping his older brother produce a pamphlet

\(^{12}\) NORE, supra note 3, at 3.

\(^{13}\) HOFSTADTER, supra note 3, at 169.

\(^{14}\) BARROW, supra note 3, at 148–49.

criticizing the faculty and administrators at nearby Indiana University, where Clarence was a student.  

Beard supplemented his formal education after high school with some practical experience. He embarked on a profession that taught him about the power of the pen and the printing press, and the consequences of ideas. After graduating from the local public high school in Knightstown, Indiana, Charles was put to work by his father running a local newspaper. Together with his brother Clarence, Charles ran the everyday operations of the paper, covering local political and social events and authoring editorials in support of the Republican Party. During this brief vocation as a newspaper man, Charles learned about the importance of writing for a broad audience—something he continued to do throughout his career.

In 1895, Beard brought his enthusiasm for journalism to college when he enrolled in the Methodist-affiliated DePauw University, where he eventually became editor-in-chief of the school newspaper, the *DePauw Palladium*. It is unclear precisely why Beard, who was raised as a Quaker, chose to attend Methodist DePauw, but religion seemed to be one part of his upbringing and early education. In fact, religious imageries did occasionally appeared in some of Beard’s college writings. Far more important, though, was the secular education he received in and out of his college classrooms. It was at DePauw that the young Beard was steeped in a broad liberal arts education, taking classes in European history, rhetoric, English literature, German, English constitutional and political history, and the “history and philosophy of socialism,” where he came into contact with the writings of Karl Marx.

It was during his undergraduate education that Charles also came under the tutelage of two influential teachers. The first was Colonel James R. Weaver, a heterodoxy professor of political science. The second was historian Andrew Stephenson, a recent graduate of the Johns Hopkins University, who was a proponent of the historical theory that American democracy emerged from Teutonic forests. Under the guidance of Weaver and Stephenson, Beard read some of the leading works in political economy being...

---

17. NORE, supra note 3, at 7.
produced at the time by his future Columbia mentors, including John W. Burgess and Edwin R.A. Seligman. While Beard was a student at DePauw, he met the institutionalist economist John Commons, who was then teaching at nearby Indiana University, and the two became life-long friends.19

Columbia would eventually become a hotbed of institutionalism, and during his time there Beard would contribute to the university’s growing interest in the study of historical institutions. That interest originated and was cultivated, however, during Beard’s college years. He excelled at his studies and he quickly became a campus leader. Weaver singled out Beard as “a first class student” and “one of the best men” at DePauw. Stephenson, likewise, observed that it was “because of his marked ability in historical research that I have insisted from the first that he give his life to this line of work.” Both teachers enthusiastically encouraged Beard to extend his education into graduate school.20

Beard’s education at DePauw flourished beyond the classroom as well. As editor-in-chief of the student newspaper and a senior member of the debate team, he applied much of what he learned from Weaver, Stephenson, and others to his journalistic accounts and his positions in extracurricular debates. Indeed, it is from the archival remnants of these activities that we know Beard became an early supporter of such progressive causes as organized labor, women’s suffrage, and the graduated income tax.21 Moreover, because DePauw was co-educational, Beard came into regular contact with early feminists, such as Mary Ritter, who would soon become his wife. It was mainly through Mary and other young feminists that Charles learned about the late nineteenth-century social movements for gender equality.22 As is well known, Charles and Mary would go on to have a highly productive and fruitful relationship as collaborators on some of the most popular early twentieth-century texts in American history and civics.23

21. See generally Noire, supra note 3, at Ch. 1.
23. See, e.g., Charles A. Beard & Mary Ritter Beard, The Rise of American Civilization (1927). For more on the importance of this textbook, see
In his final year at DePauw, Beard exhibited the iconoclastic irreverence for the U.S. Constitution that would become one of the hallmarks of his classic text. Reflecting on Stephenson’s constitutional history course in the winter of 1898, Beard wrote that the class “is now investigating the original sources of the American nation making.” With his characteristic wit, Beard continued, “there have been several dangerous explosions of ancient theories, but no lives are recorded as lost – at least so far in the work. We cannot predict for the discussion of the next few days.”

In his other newspaper writings, Beard remarked on the new methods of thinking and analysis that he and his peers were learning from their young social science teachers. “The critical and scientific schools which are beginning to dominate in every institution of learning are fast bringing in a new regime of thought,” wrote Beard. “With blasts of iconoclasm the new methods are sweeping away old idols and superstitions.” Beard could hardly contain his enthusiasm for this new school of thought:

This is however the true method of study and research, accepting nothing, believing nothing without investigation and verification. But one question now arises. What is to be the result of this unsettled condition of affairs? We lay no claim to prophecy but we believe that an age of thought-revolution is near at hand – a thought revolution which will shake the foundation of even rock-founded institutions.

Even at this early age, Beard was absorbing a new zeitgeist, one that historians have loosely described as a “revolt against formalism,” or more specifically as a “new school” of American political economy and history which also had a lasting grip on Beard’s future mentors at Columbia.
With the self-righteous indignation of a student editorialist, Beard conceded in one of his last writings for the DePauw paper that seeking truth was the ultimate goal of all good and virtuous thinkers. The search for truth, he wrote, was “fraught with toil and sacrifice and perhaps ridicule.” It was not an endeavor for the intellectually faint of heart. “The seeker of the truth must be fearless,” wrote Beard. “He must not be afraid to enter the innermost holy of holies, and to tear down the veils of superstition that hang about every human, and so called divine institution.”

More than a full decade before Beard himself would enter the holy temple of constitutional jurisprudence he was already looking upon that hallowed text with grave skepticism. “Politicians bow down before the constitution of the United States as though it were sacred,” he observed, yet “history tells us that this crowned constitution with its halo has been the bulwark of every great national sin – from slavery to monopoly.”

This early critical analysis was merely a prelude to Beard’s more rigorous, empirical and searching account of the Founding period.

If Beard’s college writings foreshadowed some of his future scholarship, his experiences abroad at Oxford University and as a labor organizer in England presaged his longstanding commitment to combining historical research with social activism. As Beard’s biographers have illustrated, his time in England was a pivotal experience. It was there that he worked with historian Frederick York Powell, who stressed how the systematic study of the past ought to be viewed as a type of science rather than art, closer to botany than Beowulf. It was also at Oxford that the Beards met the Christian Socialist reformers Walter and Anne Vrooman, two life-long friends who would come to shape the Beards’ views of feminism and social advocacy.

During his time in England, Charles worked with Walter Vrooman to establish Ruskin Hall, an extension school for working-class political leaders. Ruskin Hall would soon become an innovative institution, a labor college where Beard and his colleagues would “take men who have been merely condemning

27. DePauw Palladium, May 17, 1898. Beard went on to elaborate in this last editorial:

It is the truth that makes men free. If the truth tears down every church and government under the sun – let the truth be known. And this truth only will be known when men cease to swallow capsules of ancient doctors of divinity and politics, and when men begin to seek the truth in the records of history, politics, and religion and science. Let the new school triumph!

our institutions and . . . teach them how, instead, to transform them.” It would be a place where teachers could train students “to raise rather than rise out of the mass of their fellow workers.”

In the process of establishing Ruskin Hall and in his many other labor-organizing activities, Beard came into regular contact with the social dislocations of modern industrialism. Although Beard had earlier come across America’s own examples of urban life during his visits to Chicago, his time in England solidified his personal knowledge and social experience of the ravages of modern industrial capitalism. He saw first-hand the grueling work that most ordinary laborers endured, and the limited time they had for education and leisure activities. During his last year abroad, Beard not only helped run Ruskin Hall, he also toured the gritty union halls and slums of Manchester and Wales, delivering speeches about the history of the industrial revolution and the importance of scientific management.

From these experiences, Beard authored his first book, simply titled, The Industrial Revolution. In it one sees the attempts of an objective scholar trying to reconcile his desires to remain scientifically neutral while also trying to find ways to improve the world around him:

> It is clear to any unprejudiced mind that a reorganization of industry is both necessary and desirable, not that one class may benefit at the expense of the other, but that the energy and wealth wasted in an irrational system may be saved to humanity, and that the bare struggle for a living may not occupy the best hours of the workers’ lives.

Even at this early stage of his career, as historian Richard Hofstadter noted, Beard was torn “by the opposition between his belief in the discipline of history as science and his passionate desire to put it to work as a moral force.” This inherent tension would continue throughout Beard’s life and career.

II. COLUMBIA AS A FACTORY OF EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY SOCIAL SCIENCE

Beard’s pre-Columbia University experiences were varied and formative. Thus by the time he arrived in Morningside Heights in the fall of 1902 he was hardly a tabula rasa. Unlike

29. NORE, supra note 3, at 17 (quoting Beard).
31. CHARLES A. BEARD, THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 104 (1900).
32. HOFSTADTER, supra note 3, at 178.
many of his classmates, he was older, more mature, and already a published author. Why Beard chose to attend Columbia in the first place is unclear, but it is likely that his advisors from DePauw and Oxford had exposed him to the scholarship of John Burgess, Frank J. Goodnow, and Edwin Seligman—all of whom, each in his own way, were at the time directing Columbia’s School of Political Science to its heights as an incubator of socially active intellectuals. Similarly, Columbia’s unique geographical location in one of the world’s most culturally vibrant global cities was likely also appealing to socially engaged scholars like Beard.

Armed with research he had conducted while in England, Beard wasted no time with his studies. Within two years he completed his Ph.D., writing a dissertation on “The Office of Justice of the Peace in England,” under the supervision of Goodnow and historian Herbert Levi Osgood. Shortly after earning his doctorate, Beard secured a teaching position first in Columbia’s History Department and then later, with the assistance of Burgess and Seligman, in the Department of Public Law and Government. Beard would spend roughly 15 highly fruitful years at Columbia before he resigned abruptly in 1917 in protest over academic freedom and U.S. entry into the Great War.

The existing historiography has already outlined the major individuals who influenced Beard during his days as a student and teacher at Columbia. But a further look at the specific institutional climate at Columbia suggests that there may have been broader forces and intellectual trends shaping Beard’s thinking and research during his years in Morningside Heights.

33. Despite its name, the School of Political Science was a conglomeration of several different departments and disciplines. By 1900, it was “a federation of three departments—Public Law and Comparative Jurisprudence, Economics and Social Science, and History and Political Philosophy.” 

34. The dissertation was subsequently published as a monograph in the prestigious Columbia series on “Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law.” See CHARLES A. BEARD, THE OFFICE OF JUSTICE OF THE PEACE IN ENGLAND IN ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT (1904). The series was founded and administered for many years by Seligman.


36. HOFSTADTER, supra note 3, at 181. “The outstanding thing about Beard’s years at Columbia from 1902 to his resignation in 1917 was his lavish productivity,” noted Hofstadter. “Aside from very frequent reviews and articles and a half dozen volumes of collected documents and readings, he wrote alone or in collaboration with others no fewer than eleven books.”

37. See, for example, BARROW, supra note 3; NORE, supra note 3.
Indeed, at this time Columbia’s Faculty of Political Science, which housed the graduate departments of economics, history, sociology, and public law, was fast becoming a leading center for the interdisciplinary study of the still nascent social sciences.

There were several reasons for Columbia’s unique position as a primary incubator of innovative and influential social science research. First, the School of Political Science, led by Burgess, had recruited a significant cohort of young and energetic, interdisciplinary scholars with eclectic research interests, who were all committed to the serious empirical study of historical institutions. Many of these new faculty members were European-trained social scientists who were importing to the United States the research and pedagogical models of German and English universities. Scholars such as John Bates Clark in economics, Frank H. Giddings in sociology, and Goodnow in government were among the first generation of social scientists that were helping to set Columbia apart from its peer institutions. Beard learned from, and quickly fit well within, this cohort of young academics.38

Second, Columbia was pioneering new and innovative research methods. Political economists, like Seligman, J.B. Clark, and Henry R. Seager, quickly became the fountains of a new, proto-institutionalism that was challenging the existing economic orthodoxy. These figures and their students would help create an intellectual culture that valued historical institutionalism and that would soon become one of the defining features of the Columbia Economics Department during the 1920s.39 Similarly, scholars throughout the social sciences at Columbia were also experimenting with, and advancing, new techniques of quantitative and statistical analysis. Both of these unique characteristics would have a profound influence on Beard, while he was a student and a junior colleague at Columbia.40

Third, the university’s geographical location also enhanced the quality and reach of the faculty’s research. Situated in one of the largest cities in the world, Columbia provided its faculty with a natural, urban laboratory to conduct much of their research. A variety of social scientists took advantage of the university’s

---

38. Hoxie, supra note 5; McCoughey supra note 5.
unique space, taking their research out of the ivory tower and into the trenches of modern American urban life. The university’s location, moreover, gave the faculty access to other leading intellectuals and policymakers, as well as funding sources, thus extending the influence of their research and scholarship. Each of these factors shaped Beard’s development as a scholar and teacher.

A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A YOUNG, INTERDISCIPLINARY FACULTY

By the early twentieth century, Columbia began surpassing other prominent universities as one of the leading factories of social science research. One reason for this was the growing concentration of young, interdisciplinary scholars teaching at Columbia. Many of these thinkers shared similar research interests that sought to challenge the existing status quo. The political economists J.B. Clark, Seager, and Seligman were among an early cadre of proto-institutionalist economists who were eager to undermine the formalistic notions of nineteenth-century, laissez-faire political economy by studying actual, existing economic forces and institutions. They were joined by Thomas Reed Powell and Frank Goodnow in public law and government; William Ogburn and Frank H. Giddings in sociology; Beard and Robinson in history; and of course John Dewey in philosophy—all of these figures had institutionalist leanings that compelled them to replace the dry and arid formalistic ideas and theories of an earlier generation of amateur academics with inductive, empirical knowledge about the realities of lived social experience.

These young faculty members soon attracted throngs of graduate students. In the early decades of the twentieth century, Columbia quickly became one of the largest social science graduate schools in the country. When Beard earned his doctorate in 1904 and first began teaching at Columbia, there were roughly 150 graduate students in what was known at the time as the Department of Public Law and Government. By 1912 that figure had more than doubled to over 360 students. Between 1907 and 1912 alone, the overall graduate student population in the social

41. Hoxie, supra note 5, at 120–44. See also, Rutherford, Institutional Economics at Columbia, supra note 39. On the professionalization of the social sciences during this period, see generally, Thomas L. Haskell, The Emergence of Professional Social Science: The American Social Science Association and the Nineteenth-Century Crisis of Authority (1977).
sciences increased by approximately seventy percent. Revered as an outstanding and dedicated teacher, Beard played no small part in attracting graduate students to Morningside Heights during these years.\(^{42}\)

Among the many reasons why Columbia was able to attract these prominent young scholars and graduate students, one of the most significant was the faculty’s commitment to a catholic notion of serious scientific investigation. For the founding and leading members of the social science faculty, this meant detailed empirical work, albeit without a fixation on one single method of analysis, and a dedication to understanding the historical development of political, economic, and social institutions. Indeed, as intellectual historian Dorothy Ross has documented, the early founders of American social science were united in their desires to create a field of study that Ross has referred to as “historico-politics,” a field that melded the past study of politics with contemporary concerns.\(^{43}\)

Beard quickly became both a consumer and producer of this innovative type of scholarship. In fact, when he reflected back on his intentions in writing *An Economic Interpretation*, he emphasized that his goal was to “open up a new line of research for historians and political scientists.” In a 1939 interview with Columbia Professor (and DePauw alumnus) John D. Millet, Beard recounted that even the title of his controversial book was meant to intimate a broad, catholic notion of scholarship.

Beard pointed out that the title of his study was “An Economic Interpretation” and not “The Economic Interpretation.” He had not claimed that economic considerations, including concern for their individual property and wealth, were the exclusive motivation of those gathered in Philadelphia. He had always recognized that there were various kinds of motivation involved in both the calling of the constitutional convention and the writing of the Constitution.\(^{44}\)

This open and diverse sense of historical interpretation may have been lost on Beard’s critics, but it was certainly in keeping with the main currents of Columbia’s “historico-politics.”


B. PIONEERING NEW RESEARCH METHODS

During the early twentieth century, the study of politics was not only historically based; it was also dominated by a plurality of social scientific methods and perspectives. In this sense, as political theorist James Farr has reminded us, political science in particular was less a specialized discipline at this time and more akin to “the historical sciences of politics.” It was still a fledgling field, but one that had some common themes. “Its object of inquiry was the state; its method was comparative, as well as historical; and its principles were offered as scientific bona fides.” Each of these elements to varying degrees was on display in Beard’s early work.

Given the School of Political Science’s openness to a diversity of perspective, it is no surprise that during these years Columbia was also pioneering the use of statistics among the social sciences. In fact, the increasing adoption of European quantitative and statistical methods set Columbia apart from its peer institutions. As sociologists of science Charles Camic and Yu Xie have persuasively demonstrated there were two principal reasons for Columbia’s distinctive approach to statistics. First, as we have already seen, Columbia was a hotbed of interdisciplinary social scientists, many of whom studied abroad and brought home European statistical tools.

The porous borders between the disciplines provided an opportunity as well as a dilemma for these scholars. As the modern university became more specialized and disciplines were forced to battle for resources, turning to statistical analysis gave leading thinkers at Columbia a chance to show that their new methods were in line with accepted notions of “science.” At the same time, these scholars needed to differentiate themselves from others to make the case for scarce resources. They did this by illustrating how the new social sciences were truly innovative. In short, they tried to demonstrate their allegiance to scientific rigor while at the same time differentiating their work from competing disciplines.

Second, specific local institutional conditions at Columbia bolstered the university’s status and reputation as a leader in

46. CAMIC & XIE, supra note 40.
statistical analysis and study. The limited number of natural scientists using quantitative methods opened up space for the social scientists at Columbia to become the central proponents of statistical study. Meanwhile, Burgess’s affinity for German-trained scholars like himself led him to recruit colleagues, such as Richard Mayo-Smith and Edwin Seligman, who had embraced both German historicism and statistical study. And the central administration’s support for the early work done by Mayo-Smith and others redounded to the university’s benefit and in the process reinforced the commitment to statistical analysis. With several different scholars turning to empirical, quantitative methods as part of their research, the Faculty of Political Science soon became well known for doing the “boundary work” of legitimating statistical analysis in several different fields. Frank H. Giddings in sociology, James McKeen Cattell in psychology, Franz Boas in anthropology, Richard Mayo-Smith in political science, and Henry L. Moore in economics—to name just a few—all paved the way for other scholars like Beard to use empirical quantitative evidence as part of their scholarship.47

With its openness to new methods and its concentration of young, interdisciplinary scholars and graduate students, Columbia soon became one of the country’s leading producers of doctorates and high quality social science research. In fact, by 1913, Columbia could boast being the largest graduate school in the country, conferring more M.A.s and Ph.D.s. in the arts and sciences than any other university.48 The economics department led the way, with others following suit. Along with the University of Chicago, Harvard, and Johns Hopkins, Columbia was among the most prominent graduate programs in the social sciences. During the first third of the twentieth century, it produced by far the most economics Ph.D.s.49 And in terms of scholarly output, Columbia faculty members and those economists who received their graduate training at Columbia wrote articles that frequently appeared in the discipline’s flagship journal, the American Economic Review.50

47. Id.; Thomas F. Gieryn, Boundary-Work and the Demarcation of Science from Non-Science: Strains and Interests in Professional Ideologies of Scientists, 48 AM. SOC. REV. 781 (1983).
49. Lewis A. Froman, Graduate Students in Economics, 1904-1940, 32 AM. ECON. REV. 817 (1942).
As the senior department associated with the original Faculty of Political Science, the Department of Public Law and Government was equally prominent in its field. When Beard joined the department in 1907, it was mainly a graduate program working closely with the law school. Beard spearheaded the department’s development of undergraduate courses in government, and he soon became a highly popular and admired teacher. Along with Johns Hopkins, Columbia became a leading producer of scholars interested in researching and writing about the state. Columbia’s faculty in political science also founded and ran one of the leading journals in their discipline at the time, the *Political Science Quarterly* (*PSQ*)—a publication created by Columbia’s Academy of Political Science, a voluntary association consisting of faculty and alumni from the law school and School of Political Science. For many years, Seligman was one of the key editors at the *PSQ*. He recruited Beard to write several reviews and to assist him in editing the journal. As a result, throughout the early twentieth century, the *PSQ* provided Columbia faculty with a platform for publishing their cutting edge research.

C. COLUMBIA’S UNIQUE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

Columbia’s leading position in the social sciences was also due in large part to its geographical location. Much of the scholarship produced by its faculty was fueled by and directed at the prominent social issues that consumed the residents of one of the world’s largest and leading global cities during a period of rapid immigration, urbanization, and industrialization. Political economists like Seligman and Seager not only deployed their expertise to assist local agencies such as the New York Bureau of Municipal Research, which Beard also joined early in his career. They also viewed New York City as a natural laboratory for the social sciences. In fact, toward the end of his tenure at Columbia, Beard spent as much time at the Bureau of Municipal Research as he did at the university. And when he left Columbia in 1917, he worked closely with his colleague James Harvey Robinson in

---


leveraging the city’s many resources to create the New School for Social Research.\textsuperscript{54}

The university thus attracted socially engaged individuals like Beard, who after his experiences in England no doubt looked upon Columbia’s location as a key attraction. Early in his Columbia teaching, Beard acknowledged the unique role of the university’s geographic setting. In the process of advocating for the establishment of a professorship in municipal governance, Beard stressed how Columbia’s urban location came with both responsibilities and benefits. “The duty rests upon all universities to help, but upon us especially,” he noted. “And we have the best laboratory in the United States at hand. By cooperation with other agencies in New York we could become a great school in municipal engineering, combining political and physical sciences.”\textsuperscript{55} Columbia’s setting in Manhattan, and the overall intellectual and social reform ferment of the city thus provided faculty members and students with a very different, though highly informative, kind of education outside the halls of the university.\textsuperscript{56}

The university’s location in New York City, moreover, provided its faculty with access to material resources for their research. Columbia, to be sure, enjoyed a long tradition of economic support from leading alumni and trustees. In 1895, President Seth Low personally guaranteed the financial support that led to the building of Low Memorial Library. Similarly, the university’s location near the heart of the country’s financial capital also led to other sources of funding from prominent alumni, as well as philanthropic and research-based institutions. The Rockefeller Foundation, the Twentieth-Century Fund, and Columbia’s own Council for Research in the Social Science were all important granting agencies located in New York. Columbia faculty members were adept at securing significant support from these agencies throughout the early part of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{57}

\footnotesize
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III. THE INFLUENCE OF COLUMBIA MENTORS AND COLLEAGUES

In addition to Columbia’s unique institutional features, there were also key individuals and conceptual currents that shaped the young Beard. The first was obviously the attraction that historical-institutionalist scholars like Burgess and Goodnow must have offered someone like Beard. There was much in Burgess’s writing on the Teutonic origins of the U.S. Constitution that resonated with the young Beard, at least initially. After all, Beard had been exposed to such racialized theories from Andrew Stephenson during his years at DePauw. Over time, however, Burgess would become more of a foil than an influence, as Beard would gravitate more toward some of the younger members of the faculty like Frank Goodnow.

The second influence was the work of the “New History” pioneered by James Harvey Robinson, who was one of Beard’s closest friends and occasional collaborators on the Columbia faculty. The third and perhaps most important inspiration came from the proto-institutionalist thinking of the public finance economist, Edwin Seligman, who Beard himself would single out as a major influence on the writing of *An Economic Interpretation*. Together, Columbia’s unique characteristics and its concentration of leading interdisciplinary scholars would have a profound impact on Beard.

A. BURGESS AND EARLY HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALISM

From the start, a research focus on the historical development of political and legal institutions had been a part of Columbia’s social science training. When the German-trained Burgess first founded the School of Political Science in 1880, he sought to provide the German seminary-style of education to American graduate students, which meant preparing them not only for academic careers, but also for public service. This early blending of scholarship and service was no doubt appealing to Beard and many other aspiring intellectuals who came to Columbia with the desire to mix scholarship and activism.  

Yet, what was most distinctive about Burgess and his vision of the Columbia School of Political Science was less its focus on
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public service, which other graduate programs at the time also emphasized, and more its attempts to make the study of American politics more “scientific.” This allegiance to scientific rigor was also critical to the development of Columbia’s pioneering role in incorporating statistics into the social sciences. Recall, that Beard had already come under a similar influence in working with his DePauw teachers who stressed the need “to believe nothing without investigation and verification.”

A scientific study of politics entailed more inductive, empirical research. For Burgess that meant turning to comparative qualitative history to understand America’s unique place in the world. In one of his first major treatises, Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law, published the same year that he became the first Dean of the Faculty of Political Science, Burgess exhibited the grand historical theorizing that was common in the late nineteenth century. But he did so by grounding his findings in the details of comparative constitutional law. By placing the U.S. Constitution within a broader comparative matrix, Burgess argued that the American republic with its separation of powers, strong executive, and federalist structure was “many stages in advance of all the rest in this line of progress.”

In this text, Burgess exhibited a type of American exceptionalism that would be rejected by his younger colleagues, particularly Goodnow and eventually Beard. Burgess acknowledged that America’s superior position in, what he saw as, the linear advancement of western civilization was not preordained and that several contingent events, in particular the Civil War, propelled the United States to its dominant position. Still, he was quite confident “that the destiny of history is clearly pointing to the United States as the great world organ for the modern solution of the problem of government as well as of liberty.” The use of comparative analysis to illustrate the apparent superiority of American political, economic, and legal institutions would soon become a necessary contrast for some of

59. “In all the convulsions of political history, described as advance and reaction,” Burgess boldly proclaimed, “the scientific student of history is able to discover that the zigzags of progress are ever bearing in the general direction which the combined impulses toward nationalism and humanism compel.” JOHN WILLIAM BURGESS, THE MIDDLE PERIOD, 1817-1858 243 (1897).
60. DEPAUW PALLADIUM, Mar. 7, 1898.
61. JOHN WILLIAM BURGESS, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 39 (1890); Millet, supra note 51 at 260.
62. BURGESS, supra note 61, at 40.
Burgess’s colleagues, many of whom came away with a very different interpretation from their comparative historical studies. One of those colleagues was Frank Goodnow.

B. GOODNOW AND HISTORICAL REALISM

A former Burgess student, Goodnow focused his research on administrative law. Through his comparative study of municipal administration, Goodnow became part of what Dorothy Ross has referred as the “historical realism” wing of early American political science. In contrast to Burgess’s faith in linear and teleological progress, Goodnow stressed the discontinuities and ruptures between the actual and the ideal, between what legal scholar Roscoe Pound would later refer to as the “law in the books” and the “law in action.” In his 1900 study, *Politics and Administration*, Goodnow concluded that “from a consideration of political conditions as they now exist in the United States . . . the formal governmental system as set forth in law is not always the same as the actual system.” Only by pointing to the disjuncture between the actual and the ideal, Goodnow contended, could reform be geared toward making the actual hew to “the political ideas upon which the formal system is based.”

Beard learned a great deal from Goodnow—not only about the importance of administrative authority, but also about the need to take historical realism seriously. He had, of course, always been a realist. From his DePauw days, if not earlier, we know that Beard examined some of America’s most cherished beliefs with a great deal of suspicion. But, at Columbia, Goodnow seemed to give Beard the confidence to augment his inherent skepticism with serious, empirical research—research that had an overarching and contemporary purpose. Thus, what began as a youthful tendency to question all authority became molded over time by the intellectual currents at Columbia into a more refined and sophisticated form of academic investigation.

Indeed, one of Beard’s goals in writing *An Economic Interpretation* was to desacralize the Constitution. Ever since his college days, he welcomed the “explosions of ancient theories” about the Constitution. But by the time he wrote his

63. *Ross, supra* note 26, at 274.
controversial book on the Constitution, there was a purpose to such demolition: to show how far apart early twentieth-century American democracy actually was from its idealized and mythical origins.

Unlike Goodnow and other progressive reformers, however, Beard did not believe that the disjuncture between the actual and the ideal was a recent phenomenon. Instead, he went much further in debunking the sacredness of the constitution at its founding. Again, going back to his college days, Beard believed that the Constitution was “the bulwark of every great national sin – from slavery to monopoly.”67 His empirical, inductive research into the financial interests of the founders only further supported this notion.

Even during the height of progressive reform when his book was first published, Beard stressed his differences with the prevailing currents of political activism. He believed that legal thinkers and even most reformers were deluded into believing that the Constitution was rooted in participatory democracy, and that the United States had fallen away from its ideal origins. Many progressives during Beard’s time believed they could somehow restore such democracy through political and legal change. In the opening chapter of An Economic Interpretation, he labeled this belief “the juristic theory of the origin and nature of the Constitution.” The “juristic view,” he explained, assumed that the Constitution “proceeds from the whole people,” and that “the people are the original source of all political authority exercised under it.” This fixation on “the whole people” left no room for “the interest or advantage of any particular group or class.”68

For Beard, this “juristic theory” was a great American myth that needed demystifying. And the writing of An Economic Interpretation was arguably Beard’s greatest work of deconstruction and myth-busting. In contrast to many progressive reformers at the time, Beard did not believe that American democracy could simply be restored to its idealist origins. In a series of May 1913 correspondence with the leading progressive Senator Robert La Follette of Wisconsin, Beard explained how he did “not think that it is a question of ‘restoring’ the government to the people; it is a question of getting possession of it for them for the first time.” From Beard’s perspective, neither of the national political parties had ever been sincerely interested in true

68. Beard, Economic Interpretation, supra note 10 at 9–10.
social democracy. “The Democratic Party was the agent of
slavocracy before the war,” he reminded La Follette, “and the
Republican Party has been the advance agent of plutocracy since
the War. At least, so I read our history and I may say that my
Republican upbringing was scarcely less thorough-going than
yours.”

Despite his Republican upbringing, Beard’s historical
realism made him skeptical of party politics. Throughout his
career, Beard took great pains to disassociate himself from any
formal or official political party. When the 1935 edition of An
Economic Interpretation was published, Beard explicitly indicated
that his book was not meant to be a brief in support of
progressivism or any political party. He expressly wrote in the
1935 preface that he “had in mind no thought of forwarding the
interests of the Progressive party or of its conservative
opponents.”

Mary Beard later recalled that he had similarly
rejected any association with the Communist Party because
Charles “was not agitating in such ways.”

Still, even if Beard renounced any formal political affiliation,
there was little doubt that he agreed with Goodnow and other
progressives that the Constitution needed to be reinterpreted for
more modern times—it needed to keep up with changing
conditions. He passed this message about the importance of
context to his junior Columbia colleagues including the law
professor Thomas Reed Powell. Although Powell did not
formally study with Beard while he was a graduate student at
Columbia, he agreed whole heartedly with Beard’s theory of
constitutional interpretation. “You are dead right,” wrote Powell
to Beard privately, “that to understand the institution you must
know the political and social environment from which they spring
and in which they operate.”

Like Goodnow and later Powell, Beard was in this sense an early advocate of what he and other
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reformers of the Progressive Era referred to as “the living constitution.”

**C. ROBINSON AND THE “NEW HISTORY”**

Beard’s affinity for a “living constitution” did not come solely from his admiration for Goodnow’s scholarship. It was also a direct result of the “new history” being advocated by Beard’s colleague, historian James Harvey Robinson. Soon after joining the Columbia faculty, Beard began collaborating with Robinson, producing an epic two-volume textbook on European history that contained many of the lessons of the new history. One of the central goals of the new history was to expand the range and scope of historical inquiry. For an earlier generation of scholars, which included Burgess, history was mainly about analyzing formal political institutions and celebrating the origins of Western democracy and liberal constitutionalism. By contrast, a new generation of historians led by Robinson and Fredrick Jackson Turner at the University of Wisconsin, sought to expand the study of the past to include social, economic, cultural, and intellectual history. As Turner explained, there was more to the past then just the rise of institutions. “Behind institutions, behind constitutional forms,” he wrote, “lie the vital forces that call these organs into life and shape them to meet changing conditions.” Beard’s investigation into the material economic forces behind the Constitution was certainly in keeping with this “new history.”

Similarly, the “new history” pioneered by Robinson, Turner, and Beard also stressed the importance of interpreting a usable past in light of current problems. Influenced by the pragmatist sensibilities of their colleague John Dewey, many of Columbia’s new historians emphasized the provisional nature and
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76. Bender, supra note 23, at 615–16.
instrumental use of historical interpretation.\textsuperscript{77} In contrast to an earlier generation that believed history was simply about uncovering the facts of the past—to show how things had actually been—the new historians understood that they needed to stress the contemporary and practical meaning of the past.\textsuperscript{78} “History which does not emerge into the living present,” wrote Beard in 1908, “is . . . sterile, when viewed from the standpoint of public need, however diverting it may be as a subject of interested speculation.”\textsuperscript{79} Likewise, Robinson believed that a usable past could show the importance of change over time and how historical ruptures frequently led to anachronistic thinking. “We are in constant danger of viewing present problems with obsolete emotions and of attempting to settle them by obsolete reasoning,” warned Robinson. “This is one of the chief reasons why we are never by any means perfectly adjusted to our environment.”\textsuperscript{80}

Even though Beard himself denied that he wrote \textit{An Economic Interpretation} to support any political or social movement, there is no denying that he had a present political use for his constitutional history. Like his “new history” colleagues, Beard was intent on deploying a “usable past.” As his correspondence with La Follette demonstrates, he believed his book showed that “we did not have a ‘government of the people’ to start with.” One of his central aims was to show that from the start the Constitution was an economic document aimed at maintaining a particular class interest. Soon after his book was published, Beard confided in Max Farrand—a friend and fellow constitutional historian who wrote a positive review of \textit{An Economic Interpretation}—that he had been deliberately provocative to highlight his point. “I was more belligerent than was necessary,” wrote Beard, “and overemphasized a number of matters in order to get a hearing that might not have been accorded a milder statement.”\textsuperscript{81}

Beard performed a similar service in his support for Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal. Well after the first edition of \textit{An
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Economic Interpretation was published, Beard continued to reinterpret the constitution in light of changing contemporary conditions. In a series of publications in the mid-1930s, Beard advocated for increased central planning in the name of the common good. Although he would later harshly criticize Roosevelt over the decision to enter World War II, Beard initially welcomed Roosevelt’s 1932 election as a sign of new leadership dedicated to addressing the social and economic dislocations of the Great Depression. When the Supreme Court began attacking Roosevelt’s activist legislation, Beard implicitly defended the New Deal by drafting a pamphlet for the Good Neighbor League, an auxiliary organization of FDR’s Democratic Party.

In that slim, unpublished text, Beard returned to an analysis of the U.S. Constitution; this time to champion the actions and intentions of a robust, positive state. Whereas earlier in his controversial book Beard had emphasized the economic interests at play in framing the Constitution, in his unpublished pamphlet he relied on the “new history” to make the case for a “living constitution” that could support New Deal legislation. Tracing the origins of the Constitution back to the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation, Beard argued that the “Constitution was intended to be ‘adequate to the exigencies of government’ – today, tomorrow, and for the ages.” For Beard, this meant that the Framers “rejected efforts to put a straitjacket interpretation on the powers granted to the Federal Government.”

Beard also scrutinized the language of the Constitution to bolster the case for a strong, liberal state. Pointing to the passage on “enumerated powers,” as well as the “necessary and proper” and the “general welfare” clauses, Beard claimed that “the framers of the Constitution intended to grant to the Union broad powers to deal with industry, commerce, finance, and agriculture in the general interest of the Union”—broad powers that the existing Supreme Court, Beard intimated, seemed to ignore.

83. Nore, supra note 3 at 142–43.
85. Id. at 2, 4.
86. Id. at 5.
To counter legalistic claims, which stressed the constitutional limits on national power, Beard turned to the actual “proceedings of the government installed in 1789.” Following Goodnow’s lead in contrasting the ideal with the actual in American law, Beard argued that the Founders, led by Alexander Hamilton, “gave an exhibition of the Constitution in action”:

With telling logic and practical insight Hamilton showed the breadth of the so-called enumerated powers, the amplitude of the necessary and proper clause, and the wide range of the general welfare provision. With equal logic and insight he made it clear that the language of the Constitution conferring powers on the Government of the United States was the language of everyday realism and common sense – the language of good conscience and grand policy – utterly beyond the tight-fisted tests of pettifoggers at law.

Just as he had previously belittled “the juristic theory” of the Constitution as hopelessly naive, Beard similarly discredited the historical claim that the Constitution gave birth to a government of limited power.

Beard did all this by referencing how the Constitution needed to be interpreted in light of changing social, political, and economic conditions. The Founders, according to Beard, understood the importance of context. They recognized that the new nation needed a strong, central government to replace the dysfunctional Articles of Confederation. The 1930s Supreme Court, Beard implied, needed to realize that times had changed and that the Court’s interpretation of the Constitution ought to change as well. A “living constitution” was, therefore, one that provided broad outlines of power rather than strict rules about statecraft. The sections of the Constitution “written in general terms,” he explained, “are expressions of policy. They may be differently interpreted from age to age, and by men equally wise, informed, and good. They are written in the language of statesmanship for the people of the United States as guides to action, not as detailed commands and limitations.”

It was statements like this that demonstrated the strong influence Robinson’s “new history” and Goodnow’s political pragmatism had on Beard.
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D. SELIGMAN AND ECONOMIC FORCES

If Goodnow and Robinson reinforced much of Beard’s innate historical realism by providing a model of engaged scholarship, Edwin Seligman and his writings shaped and clarified Beard’s commitment to analyzing economic interests and forces. Seligman was not only a mentor to Beard and many other Columbia graduate students, he remained a longtime friend well after Beard left the university. As scholars have shown, Seligman’s influence on Beard and the writing of *An Economic Interpretation* was unquestionable. In the opening pages of his book, as Ellen Nore and Clyde Barrow have demonstrated, Beard acknowledged his debts to Seligman and his “nearly axiomatic” theory that “the economic life is therefore the fundamental condition of all life.” Beard was a careful student of Seligman’s highly influential work on the philosophy of history, *The Economic Interpretation of History*. From it, Beard, Robinson, and many others learned that one could divorce Marx’s historical materialism from his teleological view of the rise of socialism. That one could embrace Marx the historian and still reject Marx the philosopher of history and revolution. That one could believe in the dominance of class interests without believing in class warfare.

With his foray into the philosophy of history, Seligman became one of the first American popularizers of Marxist theory. One of the primary aims of Seligman’s *The Economic Interpretation of History* was to sever the traditional Marxist theory of historical change, which Seligman agreed with, from the prescriptive tenets of conventional Marxist socialism, which he profoundly rejected. “Socialism is a theory of what ought to be; historical materialism is a theory of what has been,” wrote Seligman. “The one is teleological, the other is descriptive. The one is speculative idea, the other is a canon of interpretation. It is
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impossible to see any necessary connection between such divergent conceptions.”

By reading Beard through the lens of Seligman’s economic determinism, we can see, as Clyde Barrow has written, that Seligman’s work was “the key that unlocks Beard’s understanding of the method of economic interpretation and, in particular, its distinction from the politics and theory of Marxism.” As Barrow has cogently contended, Beard’s use of Seligman provides credence to Beard’s explicit claim that he was not a Marxist, but that he, like Seligman, was able to deploy Marx’s historical materialism without succumbing to its claims about revolutionary socialism.

Nearly a decade after An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution was published, Beard maintained that Seligman was a guiding influence on the book, and that his aim in the project was to provide an empirical and inductive analysis of the economic forces behind the adoption of the Constitution. When Walter Lippmann criticized Beard in 1922 for failing to examine “the metaphysics of the relations between economics and politics,” Beard responded that “on that point there is nothing better than Professor Seligman’s very clear and interesting Economic Interpretation of History.” Beard continued that he had originally set out to investigate “the social implications of economic forces,” but he only found “much speculation and very few facts.” Committed to the institutionalist mission of uncovering the empirical basis for economic claims, Beard dedicated himself, as he told Lippmann, to engaging “in the analysis of concrete historical and economic situations [rather] than in the metaphysics of the matter.”

Beard and Seligman, thus, had a mutual attraction both to Marx’s historical materialism, as well as the historical institutionalism that was fast becoming one of the defining characteristics of Columbia’s social sciences. Yet, there was much more to the Beard-Seligman connection beyond their mutual research and methodological interests. The link between Beard and Seligman, who was the scion of a wealthy New York banking family, is often cited as evidence that Beard was no reconstructed Marxist. Seligman, by the din of his family background and some
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of his later scholarship, is identified as an apologist for modern capitalism, and as perpetuator of a kind of unsophisticated and vulgar Marxism. Hence any connection between Beard and Seligman must mean, or so we are led to believe, that Beard himself was more sympathetic to the political right than his writings might suggest.\footnote{96}{NORE, \textit{supra} note 3, at 30–31.}

Seligman, however, was not simply an apologist for capital. Neither was he a political reactionary or radical individualist completely opposed to socialism. Rather, he was a social democrat and progressive capitalist who taught his students and junior colleagues, including Beard, about the need for robust state power to address the many dislocations of modern industrial capitalism. In fact, one of the reasons why Seligman sought to decouple Marx’s historical materialism from revolutionary socialism in his book, \textit{The Economic Interpretation of History}, was to show that there was a huge divide between progressive policies and state socialism. As one of the foremost experts on taxation, Seligman was an early and thorough-going supporter of graduated income taxes—a quintessential progressive policy.\footnote{97}{James T. Kloppenberg, \textit{Uncertain Victory: Social Democracy and Progressivism in European and American Thought}, 1870-1920, 355 (1986).} To a certain extent, he wrote his \textit{Economic Interpretation of History} to strengthen the case for progressive taxation. Seligman believed that if he could convince his readers—including his students and junior colleagues—that economic determinism did not necessarily lead to socialist revolution, he could also show that progressive taxation was not the first step toward the collective ownership of the means of production and exchange.\footnote{98}{MEHROTRA, \textit{supra} note 4, at 170–71.}

Even before he arrived at Columbia, Beard likely read some of Seligman’s early scholarship. Seligman was the leading authority on taxation and since Beard was an early supporter of progressive taxation, he certainly came across some of Seligman’s writings. The two scholars also had other overlapping interests. In one of his earliest publications on Christian socialism, Seligman wrote approvingly about the work of Robert Owen and the history of English Socialism. He also implicitly endorsed a type of industrial cooperation that was at the heart of Beard’s project in creating Oxford’s Rushkin Hall. Given these common interests, it is not surprising that Beard developed a life-long friendship with Seligman. In this sense, what really united Beard and Seligman was less their mutual engagement with Marxism, or their
disavowal of revolutionary socialism, but rather their mutual attraction to a moderate form of American social democracy.  

Seligman and Beard were also highly pragmatic in the way they framed such support. Both thinkers carefully couched their advocacy for seemingly radical ideas within the confines of a genteel and accepted intellectual lineage. Seligman did this by referencing how the heterodox notions of the “new school” of American political economy, of which he was a proud member, were in keeping with the teachings of classical economists like Adam Smith. Meanwhile, Beard similarly claimed that his study of the Constitution had more to do with James Madison and the Federalist Papers than with Karl Marx and Das Kapital.

In one of his first published essays, Seligman explained in 1886 how “new school” economists like himself were challenging the prevailing views of laissez-faire political economy. He contended that he and his young colleagues were discarding “the exclusive use of deductive method,” and instead calling for the “necessity of historical and statistical treatment.” Through their empirical scholarship, they were denying “the existence of immutable natural laws in economics, calling attention to the interdependence of theories and institutions, and showing that different epochs or countries require different systems.” While these claims about the innovations of the new school were controversial at the time, Seligman framed his last point about the contingency of economic and legal regimes as something that all great economic thinkers could agree with. Seligman cited no less an authority than Adam Smith.

Seligman claimed that Smith was well aware of how new ideas were a reflection of changing material conditions. “Before building the new, it is imperative to tear down the old,” wrote Seligman, “and Smith certainly succeeded beyond his anticipations in demolishing the old principles.”

But since his times new conditions have arisen. The factory system, then in its infancy, has revolutionized industrial life, and has brought in its train problems which scarcely existed in
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1776. The machinery of commerce and transportation is vastly more complex, and cannot be regulated by any such simple methods of laissez-faire as were possible when Smith wrote. . . . Smith’s work is by far the most important ever written in the science; but we must not, on that account, bow down blindly before its author, and meekly accept all his conclusions. Had we lived in 1776, we would certainly have been followers of Smith; did Smith live in 1886, he would no less surely have been in the vanguard of the new school.  

With these words, Seligman was able to provide greater legitimacy to the ideas of the new school of American political economy. By suggesting that Smith, himself, would be in the “vanguard of the new school,” the Columbia professor could claim that he and his colleagues were simply part of a long and respected lineage of Anglo-American historical institutionalists.

Beard, likewise, turned to James Madison as his source and inspiration for the importance of class struggle. As he explained in the opening chapter, *An Economic Interpretation* was “based upon the political science of James Madison.” For it was Madison, along with numerous other Western thinkers before him, who had emphasized how the state’s definition of property rights determined the axes of class tensions. Beard quoted Federalist No. 10 at great length to show that Madison was well aware that “the most common and durable source of factions has been the various and unequal distribution of property.” Beard referred to Madison’s remarks as “a masterly statement of the theory of economic determinism in politics.”

In this way, Beard followed Seligman’s lead in framing his own investigation of the Constitution as part and parcel of a long-standing American political tradition. “Those who are inclined to repudiate the hypothesis of economic determinism as a European importation,” wrote Beard, “must, therefore, revise their views, on learning that one of the earliest and certainly one of the clearest, statements of it came from a profound student of politics who sat in the Convention that framed our fundamental law.” Just as Seligman referenced Adam Smith to provide greater
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intellectual legitimacy to the heterodox ideas of the new school economists, Beard used Madison in the same fashion to shore up the provenance of his own constitutional ideas and interpretations.

Not everyone, to be sure, was convinced that Beard was sincere in linking his work to the great James Madison. Some critics contended that he was simply using Madison to mask his Marxism. Beard specifically addressed these critics in the introduction to the 1935 edition of his book. In the process of denying that he was a Marxist, Beard contended that his ideas about class interests could be traced as far back as the ancient Greeks. “The germinal idea of class and group conflicts in history appeared in the writings of Aristotle, long before the Christian era, and was known to great writers on politics during the middle ages and modern times,” wrote Beard. “It was expounded by James Madison, in Number X of the Federalist, written in defense of the Constitution of the United States, long before Karl Marx was born.” Beard conceded that Marx was the main thinker identified with class struggle, but he did not originate the notion. “Fathers of the American Constitution were well aware of the idea, operated on the hypothesis that it had at least a considerable validity, and expressed it in numerous writings,” Beard concluded.108

In the end, Beard’s rebuttals did little to assuage his critics. A succeeding generation of scholars continued to deride his use of Madison as an unattractive “appeal to the flag,” and as a “device quite self-consciously adopted of wrapping himself in the American flag.”109 Still, regardless of what Beard’s intentions might have been, his historical analysis was, indeed, accurate. A focus on class tensions to explain the origins of the Constitution and subsequent American political development was hardly a radical idea. Like Seligman, Beard seemed to understand that providing a respected intellectual genealogy for his constitutional ideas and interpretations was one way to underscore the importance and legitimacy of his study.

CONCLUSION

When Charles Austin Beard arrived at Columbia University in 1902 to begin his graduate studies, he had already absorbed a
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world of social experience. From his affluent upbringing in central Indiana where he had a chance to learn first-hand about the power of ideas and the printing press, to his college education at DePauw University where he was first exposed to the writings of Karl Marx and many of the thinkers who would become his Columbia teachers and colleagues, to his time in England where he created a labor college and saw up close the harmful effects of modern industrial capitalism—from all this young Beard developed the iconoclastic beliefs that would one day become a central hallmark of his research and scholarship.

The independent and unconventional thinking that drove Beard’s scholarship was, to be sure, formed by a variety of influences beyond his upbringing and education. As historian Thomas Bender has observed, “Charles never allowed the academy to give shape to his intellectual life. He thought of himself, as Mary thought of herself, as an intellectual and activist in the public world.”110 Bender is surely correct to note that Beard was as much a public intellectual as he was an engaged academic. But there is also no mistaking that Beard’s highly productive time at Columbia, as a student and then teacher and scholar, had an important and noticeable impact on the development of his ideas and on the writing of An Economic Interpretation.

With its concentration of young, interdisciplinary scholars, Columbia was leading the way with new and innovative research methods that molded Beard’s important work. Gradually, Columbia’s unique position as an early incubator of socially engaged historical scholarship affected Beard’s thinking. It facilitated his development from a Midwestern populist to a cosmopolitan pragmatist who recognized the importance of historical evolutionary thinking for constitutional interpretation.

Similarly, key individuals and conceptual currents at Columbia also guided Beard. The historical institutionalism that had long been a central aspect of the School of Political Science was an initial attraction for Beard, but over time there were other intellectual and institutional influences that shaped the young scholar. From Goodnow’s empirical realism and its focus on the disjuncture between the ideal and the actual, to Robinson’s desires to deploy a usable past, to Seligman’s analysis of economic forces and pragmatic framing, Beard was not immune to the ideas and influences of his colleagues around him. In fact, it was precisely these new theories of historical analysis, empirical
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methods, and economic forces that had the greatest impact on Charles Beard and the writing of *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States*. 